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Macadam Gallery is very pleased to present
the exhibition MEMORY FROM THE FUTURE,
the first edition of Macadam Collab, in
association with the Belgian and Hong Kong
curator Annuschka Leung.
Macadam Collab is a curatorial intention
that presents projects and exhibitions in
partnership with art professionals through
artistic discoveries.
Its goal is to open up our vision of a creative
promise to as many people as possible and
to pursue our mission of accompanying
creation in its most beautiful representation.
MEMORY FROM THE FUTURE is an
immersive exhibition that highlights the work
of four artists including three guest artists:
Thomas Devaux (Macadam artist), Manon
Pretto (guest artist), Nicolas Tourte (guest
artist) and Pierre Larauza (guest artist).
«I chose to name this exhibition «Memory
from the future» to create a kind of ambiguity
between the real and the imaginary. The
artists Manon Pretto, Nicolas Tourte, Pierre
Larauza and Thomas Devaux work in this
sense. They use the past to give it a possible
future, an imaginary future like a transmission
belt. They all question the real and its
possible distortion. In other words, when I
talk about the memory of the future, I think of
the one we take to transpose it, to distort the
real.»
Annuschka Leung

MEMORY FROM THE FUTURE, a collab exhibition curated by

ANNUSCHKA LEUNG
Lives and works in Brussels (Belgium)
Annuschka Leung, a Belgian of Hong Kong origin, is in demand between Hong Kong and Brussels
and collaborates with galleries and art structures internationally. Having lived in Hong Kong, Macau,
Africa, France and the United States before moving back to Brussels, the multilingual art curator
and artistic director has truly established herself in the global art market. With a master’s degree
in art history and an Antiquarian training specializing in art and antiques, Annuschka took her first
professional steps in the art world in the early 2000s with t.r.a.n.s.i.t.s.c.a.p.e, a studio founded in
Hong Kong by two French artists and choreographers that mixes contemporary dance, visual arts
and performance. A few years later, in 2008, she turned to the world of art galleries. Formerly
artistic director of the OFFCourse - young contemporary art fair in Brussels, Annuschka Leung is
now curator of INTERFACE at Lille Grand Palais, dedicated to the young international art scene,
and has been working as an artistic consultant with galleries in Hong Kong for over ten years.

GUEST ARTISTS

MANON PRETTO
Lives and works between Paris and Clermont-Ferrand
Graduate of ESACM (Clermont-Ferrand)
Manon Pretto’s themes are political. She uses digital and urban images by breaking them
down to question questions of identity inherent in our current societý. In a world increasingly
monitored and controlled by remote surveillance, she proposes possibilities to «escape», or
to exist differently. The artist creates futuristic-looking prosthetic objects, sometimes wearable
architecture, sometimes clothing and masks, that would allow us to protect ourselves from this
aggressive environment. The textiles blend into the landscape, the masks and prosthetics cover
our identitý and grant us the possibilitý to make ourselves invisible. Through Manon Pretto’s
projects, we move into a post-modern universe in full deconstruction to try to imagine the past
in the future.

NICOLAS TOURTE
Lives and works in Lille (France)
Gratued of ESAD (Valenciennes)
The notion of cycle, cycles of life, nature that Nicolas Tourte transcribes through digital art is the
common thread in the artist’s work. The images or videos shot in a loop produce a hypnotic
and soothing effect on the viewer. Our eye is indeed invited to follow the movement of water,
insects or microparticles projected on objects or materials found on construction sites. Moreover,
when discovering his work for the very first time, one might think that it is about the misuse of
objects. However, his questioning rather addresses their plasticitý, the possibilitý to change their
appearance, to play on their presence or absence, and ultimately to make them exist on other
planes, those of a new realitý. Video and projections play an essential role in his work. Each
installation is thought according to the place where it is presented to the public. It adapts to
architectural constraints and offers a new perception of space. Nicolas Tourte succeeds in making
us enter his universe where our reference points and codes are subtly modified.

PIERRE LARAUZA
Lives and works between Brussels (Belgium) and Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam)
Co-founded in 2003, in Hong Kong, the international choreographic company «t.r.a.n.s.i.t.s.c.a.p.e”
while devoting himself for about ten years to visual arts.
Doctor in Art and Art Sciences (ULB and ARBA-ESA), Pierre Larauza develops a three-dimensional
writing through his installations. He proposes a theoretical reflection on «documentary sculpture»,
a notion he has chosen to qualify his life-size works in the form of a trajectory of historical facts
and movements such as Surya Bonaly’s forbidden jump, Fosbury’s revolutionary leap or the
tragic police blunder that occurred in Cleveland in 2014. This artistic practice follows a protocol
of decomposition of the movement from an investigative work including the meeting of the
protagonists (Mike Powell, Surya Bonaly, Samaria Rice) coupled with the analysis of archival
documents (sound archives, video surveillance images, television images, police report/FBI).
Pierre Larauza’s «documentary sculptures» are articulated around the question of «what remains
in our memories of such a mediatized fact that we have heard about» and that of «can art thwart
the media through a three-dimensional counter-media work?»

MACADAM ARTIST

THOMAS DEVAUX
Lives and works in Paris (France)
Thomas Devaux is a visual photographer and the author of several complex series in which both
the founding values and current developments in photography come into play.
His photographic work, close to painting and drawing, allows him to pursue his research on the
themes of the sacred, the profane and transcendence, which we find in his early work.
The artist is developing a set entitled The Shoppers / Rayons, declined in a series of photographs
and an installation, closer to the real and yet still bathed in a state of grace. These portraits are
those of a mixed population, common, often with a blank look, photographed at the moment
they pay what they owe at the cash register of a supermarket. The poor image of these people
being forced to pay is then decontextualized, disconnected from its reality by Thomas Devaux’s
characteristic black and white treatment, to be once again elevated to the rank of modern icon.
One of his latest exhibitions, Cet Obscur Objet du Désir, appears as a plastic fable through which
the public can become aware of its own consumption.

